BARDOT SOFA
T24 SC48 25

EXTERIOR
W 86"
D 40"
H 30"

SD 20"
SH 19"
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BARDOT SOFA
T24 SC48 25

STANDARD DIMENSIONS
Exterior: 86"W x 40"D x 30"H
Seat depth: 20"
Seat height: 19"

STANDARD FEATURES
Tight seat and back
Self welt

COM YARDAGE
13 yards 54" plain fabric
14 yards contrast cord – all welt
1.5 yards contrast welt fabric
12 yards 54" plain fabric - body

CUSTOM OPTIONS
Available with recessed wood legs
Available 100" Exterior Width

AS SHOWN
Upholstery: Luna Weave in Oyster, SC 000127147
Self welt
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